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Welcoming Remarks
Krishnan Iyer



1:30 Welcome and Introductions Krishnan Iyer
1:35 Plant History and Walkthrough Kieran McConnell
1:45 Long Term Plans for the Steam System

Project Drivers
Proposed Project
Project Risks
Timeline/Milestones

2:00 Public Consultation Kelsey Devine
Office Space
Requested Orders Ian Webb

2:15 15m Break
2:30 Load/Resource Balance Trent Berry

Financial Analysis
Structure of NPV Analysis
Analysis of Alternatives
Rate & Bill Impacts
Real Estate Valuation

3:30 Corporate Reorganization Ian Webb
3:45 Open Discussion
4:30 Conclusion of Workshop

Agenda



1965
Founding of 
Central Heat 
Distribution Limited

System History

Plant fit into the 
former Vancouver 
Press building from 
the 1940’s

The principle was to 
solve an air quality 
issue 



System History



System History

1965-68
Main Distribution 
Line built along 
Georgia St

~1966-75
Significant growth in 
the customer base
Concurrent growth of 
the plant capacity



Existing Plant
Equipment Overview

Boiler 1

Boiler 2

Boiler 3

Boiler 4 Boiler 5

Boiler
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Long Term Plans for the Steam System
Fuel Switching

Steam-based systems are limited to 
combustion-based fuel sources, 
including oil, natural gas, and 
biomass.

The current plant operates on 
natural gas, with diesel no.2 fuel oil 
as backup.  The proposed Beatty 
and Expo plants will also be dual-
fuel (natural gas and fuel oil)

As filed in the 2017 Long Term 
Resource Plan, Creative Energy 
continues to pursue the Fuel Switch 
project, which would convert the 
baseload supply of the system from 
natural gas to clean urban 
woodwaste



Long Term Plans for the Steam System
Fuel Switching

The Fuel Switch project would introduce about 150,000PPH of baseload capacity to the system, 
almost 2km from the main distribution system.  To maintain the high level of reliable energy 
service provided by the plant, the assets need to be maintained.



Long Term Plans for the Steam System
Fuel Switching – Stranded Asset Risk

To maintain the system reliability, 
boiler capacity must be maintained 
which exceeds the forecast peak 
demand.

Replacement of Boiler #3 will be 
deferred (via refurbishment) until 
additional capacity is needed or the 
fuel switch is completed. 

Forecast Peak Demand 580,000PPH

Current Functional 
Capacity

630,000PPH

Beatty and Expo 
Functional Capacity 

740,000PPH

Post-Fuel Switch Capacity 890,000PPH

Post Fuel Switch Capacity 
excluding boiler #3

790,000PPH



Long Term Plans for the Steam System
Hot Water Conversion



Project Drivers

1. Creative Energy has been operating for 50 years.  Some of the major plant 
equipment is near or at the end of its design life 

2. The building enclosing the plant does not conform to current codes and 
standards for fire and seismic resistance

3. The new plants will have the automation, emissions and efficiency of a 
modern plant

4. The office space has limitations, including end-of-life mechanical and HVAC 
equipment and does not conform to current codes and standards for 
accessibility



Proposed Project
Site Plan

Proposed 
Expo Plant

Existing Surplus 
Property 

(approved)

Existing Plant



Proposed Project
Expo Plant

• Boiler #1 – 200,000 PPH
• Boiler #2 – 200,000 PPH
• Deaerator
• Condensate receiver
• Feed water pumps
• Water softeners
• Emergency Generator
• 600V electrical distribution
• Chemical treatment
• Control Room
• Lunch room
• Washrooms



Proposed Project
Beatty Plant

• Remove the walls, roof and other 
structural elements 
• Decommission Boilers #1, #2 and #4 and 
other major equipment at end of life
• Overhaul and relocate equipment with 
remaining design life
• Install a new diesel generator, diesel fuel 
tanks, and feedpumps
• Construct a new structure to house the 
equipment, primarily within the below-
grade areas of the office tower 
development



Proposed Project
Permits and Licenses

Approval Government Authority Status
Air Quality Permit Metro Vancouver Application underway
Operating Permit(s) Technical Safety BC Obtained upon project completion
Rezoning Enactment City of Vancouver Application underway
Development Permit City of Vancouver Follows enactment of rezoning
Building Permit City of Vancouver Follows building permit
Occupancy Permit City of Vancouver Obtained on completion of development



Risks to project and ratepayers

As discussed in the application, the Trust and Development Agreement sets 
out the allocation of project risks.

Risk Party 
Responsible

Likelihood

Risks associated with Trust property 
(need examples)

Developer N/A

Degradation or disruption of service due 
to development of the Trust property

Developer N/A

Cost Risks – construction, equipment, 
currency fluctuations

Developer N/A

Tax Risks Developer N/A

Costs due schedule delays caused by 
Creative Energy

Creative Energy Low – mitigated by 
planning/scheduling and 
by transfer to contractors



Timelines and Milestones

There was discrepancy between the schedules provided in the application 
vs the Trust and Development Agreement.  The indicative schedule in this 
application is correct.

Milestones
Start of Expo Construction January 2019
Completion of Expo October 2019
First Beatty Shutdown April-October 2020
Second Beatty Shutdown April-October 2021
Third Beatty Shutdown April-October 2022
Beatty completion 2023



Public Consultation

• Creative Energy has 200+ customers that will be impacted by the Beatty 
re-development. Consultation with customers is on-going and includes 
the following outreach:

• Public open-house consultation November 16th 2017
• Customers and public notified via email, mail and newspaper ad
• Only 3 customers attended

• Customer surveys to be sent out September 5th, 2018
• Surveys will be emailed to customers 
• Range of rate impact to be communicated in the survey



Office Space
Existing offices spaces have a number of functional deficiencies and do not meet 
current code requirements:

• Building is not wheelchair accessible 
• The building structure (column) spacing from East to West is inefficient with the 

required workstation size. 
• Lack of meeting spaces, only one 8 person boardroom
• Lack of natural light into office spaces
• Current L1 office space is not sufficient for the growth of the company 
• L2 office space is available but it is not practical to be sub-divided into a multi-tenant 

space. An expansion to the second floor would result in surplus space
• Washrooms are currently located on a floor below the office and they do not meet 

accessibility requirements

The redevelopment will allow Creative Energy to retain office space in close 
proximity to the plant, while getting the accessibility and code upgrades required at 
no cost to rate-payers



Nature of Requested Orders

1. CPCN for Creative Energy to construct and operate the Proposed 
Project (UCA, sections 45 and 46)

• Proposed Project includes the Expo Plant and Beatty Plant components at an estimated 
total capital cost of $53.1 million, of which Creative Energy’s portion is limited to $15 
million (subject only to additional costs for specified reasons).

• We need a bridge from the CPCN (for the total Proposed Project) to future rate setting 
(based on the subsidised cost to Creative Energy).  Creative Energy proposes that the 
Commission address this by including a condition on the CPCN approval.



Nature of Requested Orders

2. Acceptance of additional capital expenditures of up to $5.25 million 
(UCA, s. 33.2)

• The Trust and Development Agreement provides for Creative Energy to make secondary 
payment(s) to the Developer if Creative Energy expands generating capacity at the Beatty 
Plant within the first 20 years after completion of the Proposed Project.

• This secondary payment would be in the amount of $70,000 / MW of new net generating 
capacity installed within the Beatty Plant. Any expansion of generating capacity at the 
Beatty Plant would also be subject to Commission approval. In the meantime, there is no 
cost to existing customers.



3. Approval to establish a regulatory deferral account (UCA, sections 56 
and 60)

• Proposed account is to record the undepreciated net book value of the Creative Energy 
assets that are retired as part of the Proposed Project. 

• This value is currently estimated to be approximately $2.9 million.  

• When the Proposed Project is complete and the actual undepreciated net book value of 
the retired assets is determined, Creative Energy will apply to the Commission for approval 
of a rate treatment to recover such costs.



Nature of Requested Orders

4. Approval of new Service Agreement with BC Pavilion Corporation 
(UCA, sections 60 and 61)

• BC Pavilion Corporation (PavCo) owns BC Place Stadium, which is an existing steam 
customer.

• As part of  the Expo Plant component of the Proposed Project, the steam service 
connection to BC Place will be moved to a new energy transfer station within BC Place. 
This new service connection made it necessary to develop a new Steam Service Contract 
with PavCo. 

• The new service agreement is substantially the same as Creative Energy’s standard steam 
contract. The differences between the new agreement and the standard steam contract 
are identified in Table 15 of the Application.  A copy of the contract is provided in 
Appendix L.



Nature of Requested Orders

5. Approval of corporate reorganization steps
• The reorganization is to facilitate the Proposed Project and the Developer’s project, the 

development and transfer of assets surplus to utility needs on a tax efficient basis, and the 
acquisition by Emanate Energy of an indirect 50% equity interest in the utility business 
(i.e., excluding the surplus assets).

• The steps that require Commission approval fall into the following categories:

(i) Repurchase and issuance of shares in a public utility requiring Commission approval pursuant to 
section 50 of the UCA.

(ii) Disposition of shares or other property of a public utility, other than in the normal course of 
business, requiring Commission approval pursuant to section 52.

(iii) Amalgamation involving a public utility requiring Commission endorsement and LGIC consent 
pursuant to section 53.

(iv) Transfer of shares in a public utility resulting in a person acquiring a reviewable interest in the 
public utility requiring Commission approval pursuant to section 54.



Nature of Requested Orders

• Each of the requested orders is directly related to the Proposed Project, 
except that the acquisition by Emanate Energy of an indirect 50% equity 
interest in the utility is proposed to be completed as part of the 
reorganization, but it is otherwise independent of the reorganization 
steps to facilitate the projects on a tax efficient basis.

• The requested orders are not severable.



Load / Resource Balance
Actual and Forecast System Load

Peak forecast based on 
design weather conditions

Sales forecast based 
on average weather



Load / Resource Balance
Peak Demand and Capacity

*Functional Capacity recently reduced due to maintenance issues. Will increase 
under the proposed project.

8%
29%*

*



Financial Analysis
Capital 
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Alternative to Proposed Project

Do nothing is not an option given age of assets and consequences of increasing risk of catastrophic 
failure. 
Cost of constructing a new plant in an alternate location is prohibitive.  Even if a site could be found, 
other considerations are high cost of land, additional costs of interconnecting new site to steam 
distribution system and ability to retain some used and useful assets.
Alternative to proposed project is an in-situ redevelopment. 
Challenge is continued operations while upgrading shell and replacing boilers. 
Solution: 
- Build an addition to existing plant and install a new boiler (~300,000 lb/hr, which is less new 

capacity than the proposed Project at 400,000 lb/hr)
- After the new boiler is commissioned, undertake seismic upgrades to the remainder of the 

building, abate hazardous materials, and demolish and remove Boilers #1 and #2. 
- Other equipment, such as Boilers #3 and #4, could then be replaced later as required. 
- Alternative includes new economizer (existing economizer near end of life) but does not include 

new office space or extensions to existing stacks



Alternative to Proposed Project

Cost of Alternative:
- $34.4 million (including AFUDC), but scope is smaller than Proposed Project
- 100% of cost borne by existing ratepayers, including construction cost risk
- Parts of project could be deferred (with risk) but PV still exceeds proposed Project

Development of Air Space Above Plant:
- The alternate to proposed project does not assume any development above the plant
- The Proposed Project is the most cost-effective way to develop the air space above the plant in 

conjunction with the existing surplus property on 720 Beatty



720 Beatty 701 Expo Total Notes
Total Parcel Area 51,743 sf 25,069 sf 76,812 sf

Less Area Already Removed from Utility 39,275 sf 25,069 sf 64,344 sf

Footprint of Operating Plant 23,444 sf
Horizontal area.  Plant has more than single floor 
height. 

Area of Existing CE Office Space 2,800                  sf Utility use.  Other spaces leased to third parties. 

Value of Land in Rate Base (Original Cost) 45,729$              519,796$              565,525$      
Portion of Property Taxes already excluded from 
rates for third party rentals.

Gross Land Value (Last Property Tax Assessment) 49,320,911$       3,638,000$          52,958,911$ Less value of building.

Less Value Attributed Already Removed from Utility 37,436,538$       3,638,000$          41,074,538$ Simple pro rata share of total parcel value. 

s Value of Plant Portion on Remainder (Per Property Tax Assessment) 26,605,538$       3,638,000$          30,243,538$ 

Assumes current footprint of plant.  Plant would 
be expanded under the Alternative and reduced 
under Proposed Project. Hypothetical value of air 
space above plant, including CE offices. 

Less Original Cost 26,559,809$       3,118,204$          29,678,013$ 

Net Cost to Extract Air Space (After CE Payment) 40,600,000$ 

Based on cost of Proposed Project.  Cost includes 
additional inducement paid by Developer to 
Pavco for Expo Plant ($2.5 million).  Excludes 
incremental cost of new CE Office Space.  
Developer also assumes all risk of cost overruns. 
Additional financing and tax covenants.  

Residual Value of Air Space Over Plant / 701 Expo 10,921,987-$ 

Land Value Estimates



Financial Analysis
Rate and Bill Impact

Projected bill impacts determined from a business as usual (BAU) baseline
• BAU reflects proposed IBR mechanism
• Includes current level of sustaining capital only 
• Not a viable long-term path as it includes no major capital replacement / renewal 

for end of life equipment

Indicative rate and bill impacts shown for 2023. 

Conservative estimate of rate and bill impacts based on full impact of known changes in 
load (net reduction of about 6%).  Timing of known changes in load are uncertain but 
mostly expected beyond 2023.  Assumes no replacement loads, although there are 
some possible opportunities.  
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Rate and Bill Impact
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Financial Analysis
Rate and Bill Impact

Revenue Requirement Value ($)

2023 Baseline Revenue Requirement 9,225,400

Initial Payment Depreciation 375,000

Net Change in Interest 331,900

Net Change in ROE 568,500

Net Change in Income Taxes 199,700

Net Change in Electricity Cost 159,900

Expo Lease Payment 178,400

Net Change in Beatty St. Property Taxes (474,600)

Net Change in Insurance 51,400

Net Change in MAA Payments 46,700

2023 New Revenue Requirement 10,662,300

% Change in Revenue Requirement +15.6%

Fuel Cost Value ($)

2023 Baseline Fuel Cost 13,656,600

Change in Fuel Cost (578,000)

2023 New Fuel Cost 13,078,600

% Change in Fuel Cost -4.2%

Total Bill Value ($)

Change in Total Bill 858,900

% Change in Revenue Requirement +3.8%



Financial Analysis
Present Value of Costs and Benefits

• Project Cost Payment PV is less than $15 million because payment is in two installments
• Present value analysis uses a 30 year term beginning 2020
• Discount rate of 5.78% (Creative Energy’s current WACC)



Financial Analysis
Present Value Costs and Benefits

• After accounting for net fuel and non-fuel O&M impacts, project has net cost to 
customers of $3.9 million

• Offsetting non-monetized benefits include:
• increased reliability and resilience (newer equipment, seismic upgrades, reduced 

risk of catastrophic failure), 
• avoided of future capital replacement (BAU assumes no end of life equipment 

renewal or replacement or escalation in sustaining capital over time),
• increased operability and ease of further upgrades / capital replacements, 
• new office space, and 
• aesthetic improvements for surrounding neighbourhood. 



Financial Analysis
Present Value Cost of Proposed Project vs Present Value Cost of Alternative
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Financial Analysis
Sensitivity Analysis

• Sensitivity analysis presented conducted on:
• Indicative 2023 bill impacts (base of 3.8% bill impact)
• The 30 year net present value of the proposed project 

• Some sensitivity analysis scenarios impact the steam tariff and persist 
long-term (such as capital cost increase)

• Other sensitivity analysis scenarios impact only the fuel cost (such as 
carbon tax increase)



Financial Analysis
Sensitivity Analysis
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Financial Analysis
Secondary Payment

Trust and Development Agreement includes a secondary payment if generating 
capacity at Beatty Plant is expanded within first 20 years

Rationale: 
- Initial payment by Creative Energy is about one-third of actual cost of Beatty Plant upgrades
- Upgraded plant has space and ancillary equipment to support additional capacity
- Existing ratepayers / utility shareholder should not bear cost / risk of expansion
- Growth should contribute to cost of project (cheaper than cost of new plant)

Negotiated:
- Developer will recover up to $5.25 million of original cost if Beatty Plant is expanded by full 

capability (~75 MW of expansion capacity assuming steam boilers)
- Translates to payment of $70,000 / MW of incremental capacity  
- Developer does not approve expansion  
- Expansion subject to growth of load and BCUC approval of new capacity at Beatty



Financial Analysis
Secondary Payment

Derivation
Total Cost of Beatty Plant Upgrades: $18 million (excluding AFUDC)
Initial Payment (Current ratepayers): $6 million
Secondary Payment: $5.25 million (divided by estimated full incremental capability of 75 MW) 
Maximum Utility Payment: $11.25 million 

Impact
- Existing ratepayers and shareholders do not bear full cost of plant upgrades.
- Developer only recovers additional payment if extra capacity is required at Beatty (utility can 

also install new capacity elsewhere). 
- $70,000/MW represents a contribution of growth to upfront cost of new building and ancillary 

equipment which can accommodate some expansion of boiler capacity. 
- For comparison, the all-in cost of new capacity at Expo (boilers, flues, feedwater, piping, 

controls, and only a partial new enclosure) is ~$200,000/MW (~$150,000/MW is for balance of 
plant excluding boilers and economizers).  

- The secondary payment (amortized over 40 years) would add ~2.5/MWh to the incremental 
cost of energy at Beatty.  



Pavco SRW Payment
- Negotiated payment.

- Creative Energy sought a payment that would be no more than current carrying cost 
for space replaced by PavCo plant, including reduced property taxes.

- The annual fee for the first five years is estimated to be $178,376.48.

- PavCo does not pay property taxes for BC Place. If for some reason the Energy Centre 
Room attracts actual property taxes, the amount of the SRW payment to PavCo will 
be reduced by the amount of actual property taxes up to $124,630 (with infaltionary
adjustments on similar terms as the underlying SRW paymemt). Any actual property 
taxes in excess of $124,630 are the responsibility of Creative Energy.

- This is an estimate because the fee is subject to adjustment based on the actual as-
built square foot areas of the Expo Plant and the renovated Beatty Plant.

- After the fee is set it will increase every five years based on the percentage change in 
CPI during the previous five years, comparable to provisions in other long-term 
leases. 

- Estimated rate equivalent to $19.21/sf.   



Expo Plant Tenure

• The agreement with PavCo for the Expo plant has a 40 year term
• Creative’s plan is to renew the lease and continue, if still required and subject to 

mutual agreement from PavCo.
• The notification period for cancellation of the lease is 5 years, giving Creative 

Energy enough time to find alternate locations for a replacement plant.



Retired Assets Actual remaining book 
value will depend on final 

timing of 
decommissioning. 



• Creative Energy is refurbishing and replacing assets at or near end of useful life. 

• The renewal project is prudent and necessary given age of assets and the 
consequences of catastrophic failure.    

• Depreciation schedules rarely match actual asset life. Replacement of other 
assets is often necessary or prudent when addressing end of life assets. 

• Utilities in BC are normally permitted to recover the undepreciated balance of 
prudently incurred retirements – whether ordinary or extraordinary.

Regulatory Treatment of Retired Assets



Corporate Reorganization

• The reorganization is required to facilitate:
• the Proposed Project and Developer’s project,
• the development and transfer of assets surplus to utility needs (Trust 

Property) on to isolate the utility from risks associated with the 
development of such property by the Developer, and on a tax efficient 
basis, and

• the acquisition of an indirect 50 percent interest in the utility (excluding the 
Trust Property) by Emanate Energy.



Corporate Reorganization

• Part III and Appendix M of the Application present the reorganization steps 
using the same format as the Cal-Gas Inc. reorganization application approved 
by Commission Order G-128-17.

• The reorganization steps are planned to occur shortly after Commission 
approval in the order as set out in Appendix M.

• All reorganization steps must be completed prior to commencing construction of 
the Expo Plant, planned for January 2019.



Corporate Reorganization

• Assuming the reorganization is approved, once all the steps are 
completed,

• The Developer will own and hold all of the rights to the Trust Property for the 
purpose of developing its office tower project in accordance with the Trust and 
Development Agreement

• Emanate Energy will have an indirect 50% equity interest in the Creative Energy 
utility (excluding the Trust Property)

• Creative Energy’s current shareholder, Creative Canada, will hold the other indirect 
50% interest in the Creative Energy utility (excluding the Trust Property)

• Emanate Energy and Creative Canada will hold their indirect interests through 
Creative Energy Developments Limited Partnership



Corporate Reorganization

















Regulatory Timetable

• The Commission has determined that a written hearing is warranted 
and established an initial Regulatory Timetable (per Order G-128-18):

BCUC and Interveners submit IRs to CE August 17
CE submits response to IRs August 31
Further process TBD

• Other milestones
• CE requests Commission’s final decision by December 31
• Commission report to LGIC on proposed amalgamation of utility by early 

October to enable LGIC to issue a timely consent order

• CE will do its best to meet any timetable the Commission establishes 
within the above parameters.
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